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Abstract
There are several challenges to bridge when designing useable software for mobile

devices. The information devices of tomorrow are going to be used in constantly

changing contexts and they are going to be designed to enable a mass market for

mobile communication. In the software industry the “time to market” factor, which

sets firm deadlines for developers, is also important. In such a landscape of

complexities is it very important to have design methods that afford the work in an

effective way without giving up the impact of potential user.

This thesis is the outcome of twenty weeks’ research in the field of mobile

computational artefacts in relation to developing design methods that will help

designers focus on real world use situations. I will examine the opportunity to use the

Personas concept [Cooper, A. 1999] in relation to ethnography as a method to afford

the design process. I point at how long term work with background field studies in

various ways can afford the design process in specific projects and how the

traditionally usability work mostly built up around scenario based tests can be helped

of the same. I will base my analyses on empirical data from my research site,

Symbian. The primary method in my research is participation and observations in the

daily work within a design team consisting of eight people. I will show how they

work with design today and which methodological directions I think should develop

their design work in the future.

My research question is, put simply, how background fieldwork and Personas can

afford design work. I hope readers of this thesis will gain useful insights and ideas

concerning developing design methods in a commercial context for wireless

information devices.

Keywords: Wireless Information Device, Design Methods, Usability, Ethnography,

Personas, 3G, Shifting Contexts.
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I
Introduction

“Run for your lives – the computers are invading. Awesome powerful computers
tackling ever more important tasks with awkward, old fashioned interfaces. As
these machines leak into every corner of our lives, they will annoy us, infuriate
us, and even kill a few of us. In turn we will be tempted to kill our computers, but
we won’t dare because we are already utterly, irreversibly dependent on these
hopeful monsters that make modern life possible.

Fortunately, we have another option. We need to fundamentally rethink how
humans and machines interact. And rethink the relationship in deep and novel
ways, for the fault for our burgeoning problems lies not with our machines, but
with us. Humans design the interfaces we hate, humans continue to use
dysfunctional machines even as the awkward interfaces strain their eyes, ache
their backs, and ruin their wrist tendons.

We are the inmates running the techno-asylum of our own creation. We are free
to leave any time we want. The secret lies in redefining the way we interact with
our computers in a larger context.”

[Cooper, A. 1999]
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Communicate twenty-four seven wherever you are
You wake up in the morning and the first thing that your eyes fall upon is the

headlines of today’s news. They are telling you about crimes and other boring news

that a usual paper always tell you. But this ‘paper’ is not made by paper and it’s not

something you’d find in a home today. Instead, it is a digital display on the wall. The

same news is already downloaded via wireless technology into your WID1 that is

laying on your living room table. During the day will this news be updated via mobile

internet services so when you want to read news independent of where you are you

can be sure that those news are the most up to date.

Updated news is only one of many things that your mobile device might be used for in

the future. It also keep track of your agenda, telephone book, bank accounts, yes most

of your need of information is captured in the future WID. Maybe your device is able

to interact with your environment in many ways. It’s possible that the WID is

sensitive to different conditions like sunny or rainy weather around you in the

physical space that you are surrounded with for the moment. Many things are

realizable but what do we want to have? Often we can’t imagine what we want to

have before we actually use it and more precisely find it useful in a specific situation.

People accept and adapt to new technology
People seems to adapt to new technology very fast, maybe too fast. In the beginning

of last decade most of people did not use cellular phones. Take for example my dad

who is often very critical of  new technology. He was totally sure around 1990 that he

never would buy one of those mobile devices. He said that he had no use for it. He

could find hardly any situations when he thought he might need one of them. He was

also totally sure that it must be very dangerous to use something that was sending

microwaves into your ear.

Then six years went on in his life and once when I visited my mom and dad they

proudly told me that they finally had bought a cellular telephone. I asked them why

they had bought it and I’ve got a quite different argument and answer then six years

                                                                
1 Wireless Information Device.
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before. He said to me that there were plenty of situations when it’s so great to be able

to make a call.

I think several reasons might explain this phenomenon. In 1990 mobile phones were

quite uncommon. These state of the art devices were at that time being used mainly

for business purposes. They were also expensive to buy. Perhaps the most important

factor, however, was use context. My dad hadn’t, in 1990, found situations when he

could see the advantage of using a mobile phone. But over the years his friends told

him about different situations that match his own use context and finally he also

forgot about the articles he had read about the risk of using this new technology. The

use situations that he found were, for example, as safety telephone in the car when

going for long trips or when working in the woods.

Another example of how we adapt to changes quite fast is the question of genetics and

cloning. Dolly, the first cheep was successfully cloned in 1997. This news created a

lively debate all over the world  about how the future should look like. People feared

about mass-production of murder-machines on two legs with a brain-capacity much

bigger then ordinary peoples. Three years after Dolly was the first cloned monkey

called Tetra born. This news were met by media with almost no protest at all. This can

be seen as strange because the monkey is much more like humans then sheep in terms

of DNA-structure. Finally in the year of 2000 we were ready to clone human material.

Not whole humans but replacement-parts for medical purposes. This time there was

no debate at all. [Åkesson, L. 2000, p. 20-25]

My point is that people adapt to technology and how it is used in society. We forgot

the initial fear that often appears when technology is introduced and then we take it

for granted or at least accept its existence in our communities of practice. We can just

imagine how the future will be but we have to take use contexts for serious

consideration when developing new technology that will be spread out in our world. If

not we have no chance to reflect on if the future WID-s services is something that we

want to have or something that we are going to just accept or adapt to.
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My background- a Short Resume
My name is Tommy Mossberg and I’m 25 years old. I have been interested in

computers since 1989 when I bought my first computer. Over the years, my struggles

with  different operating systems and applications have prompted my curiosity with

regard to design and the usability of computer systems. I have been studying

computer science and work science for three and a half years now at the Blekinge

Institute of Technology. The educational programme, MDA, stands for “People

Computers and Work”. It is focused around understanding and learning the

complexity of work in relation to build new software applications. The programme

provides a solid base for understanding computers, including for example handling

data-structures, programming, databases and so on. At the same time, it also provides

insight into the analysis of  work practice and how you can use that material to design

a software application.

 I obtained my bachelor degree last spring when I worked on another project with

Symbian as client [Mossberg, T. & Sjölin, F. 2000]. Symbian is presented in more

depth later, but one should know that it is a company that develop software for mobile

devices. The work in that context was about information filtering with mobile devices

in a local setting. My interest for the growing and quite new area of mobile computing

is big. I like to design new concepts as I did in the last project but it’s even more

challenging to try to understand the design-process itself. More narrowly, I mean the

complexity of how to involve people in design and how to influence new design on

the basis of real world use situations/observations. One of the reasons that make it so

tricky is magic word mobile that I’m going to talk about in this thesis. I have used

Symbian in Sweden and especially one team of designers there for my empirical study

in this project.

For whom is this thesis interesting to read?
This thesis is an attempt to illuminate the need for discussions around how we in the

software industry work with and design software. I say we because I am one of the

people who is likely to be involved in developing the next generation of Software

applications. My wish is that this work can be used as a dialog between computer

scientists and people interested in work science. I try to capture the borderland

between WID-s and humans in a way that might be interesting for both designers,
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software developers, academic people and others that are interested in how we should

go about designing for 3G2. The thesis tries to explain the theoretical complexity

behind designing software for mobile devices. I also try to set up a possible agenda

for practical development and change of the design-process within my research site

Symbian. This development is based on in which way ethnography can inform

software design and how Personas [Cooper, A. 1999] can be made up around field

work.

The mobile computing industry
The computer- and telecom-market is currently producing a lot of different wireless

devices. The most popular term for mobile computer-artefacts has been PDA3. These

artefacts have so far, more or less, been used as an augmented personal diary,

providing standard functionalities such as the retrieval of time, phone-numbers,

addresses and additional possibilities such as note-taking facilities. The other branch

for mobile devices has been mobile phones. Their developmental focus has not been

information-driven as for PDA-s but instead focused on communication between

people. The next generation devices in this thesis named as WID-s are a combination

of this two earlier two branches. They are not just cellular phones and they are just not

like PDAs, they are going to combine talking with the surrounding world and

information about the same.

The software industry have good research about how a PDA is used and they also

have good insight about how a traditional cellular phone is used. It’s harder to say or

predict if a WID is going to focus on information or communication.

                                                                
2 Third generation applications
3 Personal Digital Assistant
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Picture 1: Wireless artefacts and their future.

The 3G applications and services seems to concentrate on information and for

example teenager both talk a lot and are sending dozens of SMS-s every day with

there loving artefacts. In the process of conceptual maturation of the WID we have to

study the world and try to figure out how people want to use this new technology or

rather what kind of goals they want to achieve with the same.

The telecom-market unsurpisingly wants to sell so many new digital devices as

possible. But if you are going to win on the market you have to develop your devices

physically in a well fashioned and attractive way. If not I don’t believe you will have

a chance on the market. But primarily and in the long run you also have to produce

software that people find useful in their daily lives. It’s impossible for me to imagine

that my father is going to change his mind over again and buy such a future WID too

in maybe ten years, but you can’t be sure. Maybe the mobile industry’s success will

make the WID everyone’s property, maybe not.

The magic word mobile
Designing mobile devices is setting up a whole bunch of challenges and opportunities.

If a device should be categorised as mobile it must be able to carry it with you. For

that reason you can’t make it ’any old size’. Available screen sizes on which to place

any potential user interface is limited which makes it hard to present a lot of

information in the same time. You can use different filtering methods like position-

dependent filters or personal profiles [Mossberg, T. & Sjölin, S. 2000] to avoid

overloading the user with too much information. The most challenging thing then is

that the context around the artefact is constantly changing. You can be present indoors
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or outdoors, in the big city life or at the countryside. This different domains set up

different possible situations of use for the artefact. The hard thing for software-

designers is to choose which use-situations should be taken under consideration when

developing a mass market product.

Symbian
Symbian is one of the companies that are going to set up the standards for next

generation WID software technology. They are developing different platforms for

different mobile devices with the operating-system Symbian OS as a base

[www.symbian.com]. Their wish is to set the de facto standard for WID platforms.

The three Major reference design families are Quartz, Crystal and a smart-phone

concept . Quartz is a palm-like WID and Crystal is a keyboard-based  WID. The

smart-phone concept can be seen as voice-centric devices with information capability.

Picture 2: Symbian’s reference families – Quartz, Smart-phone and Crystal.

“Symbian's mission is to set the standard for mobile wireless
operating systems and to enable a mass market for Wireless

Information Devices.” [www.symbian.com]

Symbian was established by Ericsson, Nokia, Motorola and Psion in June 1998. Other

companies such as Panasonic, Sony, Siemens and Kenwood have joined since then.

The relationship with these companies is also the reason to why the company is called

Symbian (in symbiosis with other companies). Symbian is privately-owned company,

with offices in the UK, Japan, Sweden and the US. This licence-companies can use

Symbians different device families like Quartz and Crystal to develop their own

applications on top of it. Symbian explains their platform as follows -

? a software platform used by manufacturers as the basis of
wireless information devices, delivering powerful applications
integrated with wireless telephony and data
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? a platform for deployment of applications (programs and content)
developed in a wide range of languages and media

? a set of software development and customization kits to enable
development of wireless information devices and applications that run
on them

The main product for the Ronneby site in Sweden is Quartz. Quartz is a tablet

communicator convenient pocket-sized, palmtop form factor, (640*200) pixels. It

offers a screen with writing recognition all over it in contrast to Palm who only has it

in a specific area on the screen [www.palm.com]. Some of the Quartz-based

communicators features are –

? One-quarter VGA screen, supporting 256 colors

? Pen-based user interface

? Full messaging suite (Mail, Fax, SMS etc.)

? Full personal information management (PIM) applications (For example

agenda)

? HTML browser (For browsing Internet)

? WAP browser (For browsing WAP-services)

? Personal-Area-Networking (PAN) featuring Bluetooth™ wireless

technology

? Virtual on-screen keyboard

? To-do list

? Voice recorder

? Clock, and calculator

This thesis does not concern the product that Symbian is developing. I just want to

give a feeling and a picture for what kind of artefacts they are producing so you can

have that in mind when I’m discussing design-methods later on.  The most important

thing to remember is that it is about mobile devices. Here follows some screenshots

from the reference design of Quartz.
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Picture 3: different screenshots from Quartz.

The Interaction Design Team (ID)
They are members of the product design section in the site in Ronneby, and the focus

of my studies for this project. ID works with interface design for Symbian’s battery of

products but mostly of the Quartz product shown above. The ID-team is working with

the interface to the different applications that are included in Symbian’s basic

platform for example an agenda-application, a To-Do-list a web-browser, Bluetooth

interface and so on. ID is involved in the whole lifecycle for a software project and

their role in the project is shifting from start to end product. In the beginning of a

project they are involved in shaping, structuring and abstracting requirements in more

handling pieces. They also use different methods to make their design of the user

interface and the functionality coupled to that, as useable as possible. Later on in the

project lifecycle they work with documentation of the design constructed and with

different kinds of change-requests based on different reasons such as technical

delimitations or in the event that someone finds a way of doing things that is simpler

or more practical to use. A more detailed description of the members in ID and their

work practice follows in chapter three.

Need for a reflective resource
When you get involved in this kind of industry it’s quite common to hear expressions

like “time flies” or “we have to think about the time to market” [field note from

interview 1]. When I asked if Symbian were interested in to have a person who

studied how they work with design and which methods and patterns they used in their

design-work, they were very enthusiastic. The general expression in the ID-team was

that they had no time to reflect about their own methods.
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“We are right in the middle of it and there is no time for us to stop

and reflect on alternative ways of doing things.”

[Field note with designer 3, 2001 ]

You are so focused in designing things that you can’t think about how you really go

about it. My role was therefore to participate in the daily work within the ID-team. As

an outsider,  I can bring a fresh perspective on what’s going on and in the same time I

have time to reflect in a more analytic way about daily work practice.

I have heard from participants in the ID–team that they think that my participation in

the group is good in itself. They know that I’m working with methods and this leads

them to reflect more during the meetings about which methods they use when they are

working with a new design-solution.

Demographic data, trends and Personas
Symbian is in a stage when they try to find out new ways about how to work with

design. They have a whole bunch of good methods like future workshops, mock-up

sessions, interviews with people using handheld devices that they are frequently apply

in the design work but they are also frequently looking for new ways that can afford

the design work.

Developing Personas is for the moment a very hot topic in the software industry. The

principle is that you use the company’s thoughts about trends and lifestyles to create

imaginary archetype persons that fit your target groups. You create a persona with a

name, age, habits, work situation etc. that fit your trend- and market descriptions.

Then you can use the personas as specific design targets in the development process

of an artefact. Symbian is just now in a stage when they think of start using Personas.

Here follows some of Symbian’s target groups that they base their Personas on.

? Technophile
This person can’t be without new technology. He want to have the artefact before all other
people.

? Technology status
This person also love technology but it must be cool to have one before s/he buys it. That means
that he buy one after a while when other people thinks it’s status to own one.
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? Technology enabled
This is a open-minded person that buys the product when s/he can find good reason and situations
to have one. One example can be that s/he get more time for the children if s/he is using an
agenda application that give control.

? Technology Open
This person have no reason to have one but buys it because all other people seems to have one.

? Technology resistant
This person is not going to buy the product we are developing. S/he hates technology.

These different segmentations are going to be used as the notional potential users of

the products Symbian are developing. Therefor they want to develop design methods

that involves the different classes in some way. This can help designers to be more

focused in their work trying to find a good usable design. You can have the Personas

in mind when you talk about design. You can also make up imaginary scenarios

about the different Personas and how they might use a particular application or

function. This is much better than brainstorming because you have a more stabile

framework to work within [Cooper, A. 1999]. Personas can rather be used as an

arena for a more “focused brainstorming” that helps designers to not think of every

complex detail in the design in the same time. You also have a specific person that

you are designing for instead of designing for the average user. As I can see there are

a lot of opportunities in using the Personas concept in design. But I also think that

the personas must be built up on something more then just demographic data and

trends. We want to design for real users.

“Demographics don’t buy products, people buy products.”

[Arlöv, L. 2000]

More and more software companies are talking about their usability-strategies. They

give at least the illusion that the potential user for a product is involved in the design

of the artifact. From my point of view,  user participation in design and some kind of

fieldwork in real use contexts is needed to avoid just making assumptions about the

real world or what could be defined as usable design-solutions. If a company should

claim that they have put the user in focus for development of new artifacts they have

to use wider conceptual frameworks, more qualitative practical methods and tools to

find issues that can be taken as advises for a good usability quality.
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Participation and observations in daily work
My empirical material is mainly based on observations from daily participation in the

work practice. I have used different ethnographic observation-methods like taking

field-notes, video-recordings and tape recordings of work situations. Typical

situations and sessions that I have been participating in is design-meetings within the

ID group, discussions between members of the team in the team-room, members from

the ID team discussing technical limitations and possibilities with technical consults

and handling out usability-tests within in the lab at Symbian. My interest is based on

how people at Symbian talk about design. I have used my empirical material to point

at how people actually talk about use of their design-proposals.

Interviews
I have also made a couple of interviews with persons within the ID-team and persons

that are related in some way to the team. The interviews have been important

feedback sessions for me in that they have told me about their view of what work-

practice in Symbian is about. These descriptions have been valuable in relation to my

own observations, providing a ‘sanity check’ for my assumptions about problems.

The interviews have been informal and normally lasted an hour each.

Insider versus Outsider dilemma
I have been trying to be the ‘fly on the wall’ [Ely, E. et al 1993]. What I mean is that I

have tried to participate in the designers work without changing the situation because

of my participation. As you will understand  it is impossible to observe a work

practice without any change. I think that the most important thing is that you are

aware that you might change the situation you look at depending your own actions in

the situation. How much you change the situation is for example coupled to which

research-methods you use and one’s relation with the other participants in the group.

If you use a video-camera in the first meeting to capture every word and movement

the participants make, the rest of your observations can be more changed because of

your clumsy introduction in the group [Jordan, B. & Henderson, A. 1992].

As a researcher is it also important to maintain a distance from what you observe.

When you know a group better and start to understand their work practice in a more

meaningful way you may become blind to things that seemed strange to you in the

first case. You can’t avoid this,  but you can at least be aware of it. Then you can
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switch from being the insider observing the work practice at one moment to being an

outsider analysing your earlier observations in the next.

Delimitation
This thesis focuses on the work in ID-team. I have concentrated on the core issues in

the development of methods and tools within the group. This is not to say that

important interactions with persons outside the team do not go on, because such

collaborations are extremely important. I attempt to capture some of these

interactions, but the limits of the study mean that they are not the primary focus.

Further, I analyse some design-sessions that represent the way Symbian works with

and talks about software design. My attempt is not to capture the whole design

process or all the kinds of problems that arise when you are going to design software.

It is rather to point at one very specific core issue, namely, why it’s hard to design for,

and how to make use of fieldwork in designing for, not yet existing mobile devices

that are going to be used of all kind of people in a constantly changing context.

I also want to make clear that this thesis focus is about finding a design-method that

can be used in a commercial design-environments like Symbian that are producing

general products for a mass-market. I don’t think this is the path that meet the highest

level of usability or worthability4 but it could help an industry like Symbian to talk

about and reflect on design in a broader perspective that captures more experience

then the team have together. I think the best way is to produce specific products for

specific purposes. Then you can tailorize your software to fit the domain of use that

you know that the artefact is going to be used in. But that way of working is

impossible for Symbian without big organisational changes.

As usual in a project like this is, the timeline for it is limited. It’s a qualitative study

and I focus on some parts of the whole work-practice for the ID-team.  This means

that this description can be seen as one version of the reality rather then a general

description about the work practice in the ID-team.

                                                                
4 I think worthability is a better word then usability. Real use are depending on if we find something
worth to use in a daily life situation. I think the word usability is more focused on interaction between
humans and machines which make the use context marginalized. That is not good because I think that
use context is the most important thing to discuss if you should talk about how usable a product is.
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Structure of my thesis
Now you have read the first chapter in my thesis and hopefully you are now

adequately familiar with the argument, sufficient that you feel comfortable about what

this work is about so far. I hope you will enjoy reading further because I think the

topics for this thesis are very important to discuss in the light of the new generation of

system development for digital artefacts.

The next chapter is to do with theoretical argumentation. I discuss why it’s hard to

design for mobile devices and continue with an discussion concerning the role of

ethnography in software design. I think this is a good start to understanding how ID

might develop their design methods. The third chapter is going to give you a more

detailed picture and a feeling about how they work in the ID team at Symbian. In

chapter four I start to analyse the design work in the team in more depth. I build my

analyses on three examples about how the team talk about design. It’s important to

mention here that this material is not a critique set up against designers at Symbian.

It’s rather to put the light on what they do today when they talk about design and to

have something to relate to when I explain how my ideas can help develop the way ID

might work with design in the future.  The last chapter presents my view of how the

design work can be afforded with fieldwork in three different levels. These levels is

primarily related to the development of the Personas concept.
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II
Designing mobile devices

Usability is “The extent to which a product can be used by specified users to
achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a
specified context of use.”

[ISO 9241/11 – Guidance on Usability]
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The nature of the design problem
Symbian is going to design software whether or not they have good methods. You

“just do it”. Nevertheless,  the end result are not likely to be as effective without some

reflection about who is going to use the product and which methods are appropriate to

find out in what way people think it’s a useful product to own. The communication

and the design-work at Symbian is working out well but as mentioned before there is

really no time for reflection about why they are doing what they do. They use a lot of

different methods and they participate with a lot of different people to come up with

new design-concepts. During my time at Symbian I have tried to create a picture over

different persons, methods and goals that are involved in the design process.

Picture 4: People using Methods and Tools to achieve their goals.

Almost all people in the ID-team have a background in both work science and

computer science. All of these software-designers know how important it is to involve

the user in the development life cycle. All of them have also been taught during their

time at the university a whole bunch of qualitative methods that can be used to

involve users in design-work, for example methods from participatory design and user
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centred design [Schuler, D. & Namioka, A. 1993, Cato, J. 2001] . One thing that is

harder is that these qualitative methods have been practised, learned and read about in

a domain specific context. Now when entering the mobile computing industry these

kinds of methods do not seem to fit in the way the designers have used and practised

them before. This is due to several things and I try to tease them out in the coming

paragraphs.

Sources of confusion
Many things make potential user participation and fieldwork difficult in a commercial

context. For example Symbian is dealing with not yet existing technologies. Add to

this, that you as a designer is expected to have big visions about what the future world

and involved artefacts are going to look like. What is the role of ethnography in that

context when developing software and can it be applied in studying non-existing

techniques? Another example is the aspect of time. The timelines are strict and it’s

hard to really reflect over everything that you wish you had time to reflect on. The

outcome of the designers work are different GUI-specifications and there is a risk that

the specification itself and other administrative tasks takes so much time that there is

no time left for design or reflection of design itself. With this strict timelines can it

also be complicated to prove for the company lead that real world studies are essential

for the usability-work in the long run.

A third important issue is that the goal for a product is different depending on whom

you ask. For example, sometimes it is the designers intention to do a design that just

covers frequently used functionalities, so to speak “go for simplicity” [Mossberg, T.

Sjölin, S. 2000] but the design tends to ends up with a lot of features in any case,

depending on what the market-lead asks for. The market-lead doesn’t know if it’s

going to be useful or even if it’s going to be used at all. People in the telecom-

community are talking a lot about future technologies and in that stream of

expressions about the future it is too risky not to include new features in your own

company’s device. If it is possible technically, then the market-lead is pleased to be

able to say that their artefact is supporting even this new feature.

The requirements that are the basis for designers in Symbian when creating a new

software-artefact are also created from different point of views and with different
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purposes and goals in mind. These requirements are later on setting up the design-

framework in which the designers must work and therefore it is very important that

the designers themselves have a big impact on the creation of these requirements

[Gargarian, G. 1996] I think the ideation5 of new requirements should be based in

symbiosis between marketing input and human research input. What I mean is that I

think it’s important to not just trust on trends and marketing segmentation in creating

the requirements. You also have to use feedback from earlier usability tests and

experience from field studies when you create new requirements. Symbian got their

base requirements from outside Symbian. Customers like Nokia and Ericsson tells

Symbian in big brush strokes what they want to have in their applications. One

example can be: We want to support WAP technology within the browser concept.

But these requirements are too general to design for. They are more like advertising

banners that express which new features a product are going to have included. This is

good because then is it possible for the designers at Symbian to be involved in the

creation and ideation of the new requirements that are the basis for the actual design

work. In this abstraction process is it more natural to involve both human research

methods and marketing methods than if the requirements where already fixed when

they appear at Symbian. If the requirements are based on such an iterative process that

involves multidisciplinary people and their experience from older projects I think we

have a good starting point to success with a product. But when we start the actual

design work we meet new challenges.

Finding a domain to study
Often, articles in the community of participatory design, user centred design or

CSCW are coupled to a specific domain of use. The articles describe a work practice,

some methods that they used to success with their design-work or some critique to

why a systems fail to support a certain work practice. Common methods that are used

are for example workshops or mock-up sessions with end-users that are going to use

the system in the future.

The designers at Symbian have a problem that not is captured so much in the

literature. Symbian are developing software for a device that is mobile. It’s not just

                                                                
5 To create new ideas.
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mobile in a specific domain or context. It’s going to be used in all kinds of places.

The question is if there still is possible to use field-studies as input for the design. If

you are going to use it, which domain are you going to study?

Local VS General
The artefact is not just mobile, it’s going to be designed in a general way so it fits the

needs for a lot of situations in people’s daily life. Is it than still possible to study a

local domain of use to get information about how you should design a good generic

artefact? My argument is that there are no applications that are going to be used in a

general way. You are always involved in some kind of specific “local” activity when

you interact with your device. For that reason it is possible to study a local activity to

get information about how to design a general product. I also think that it is possible

to find patterns in a specific context that are important and good to take into

consideration when developing generic mobile artefacts but these arguments does not

help any designers. The designers don’t want to know that it’s possible, they want to

know how and in which way they can make use of local contexts in designing a

general product.

Eliciting expertise
If it now is good to study local settings to get input to design, how should you know

which setting that is appropriate to study for a specific design-dilemma? How should

you elect the domain experts when the domain can be whatever you want? Are you

going to let the fireman at the local fire department use a mobile device and then try

to capture how s/he is using the artefact? Or is it better to choose someone that has

used a mobile phone a lot for many years and give him a next generation device

(WID) to see how s/he using the device. I don’t have an answer to that, but I think that

is good to choose both experienced and non experienced people if the product is

intended to be used of all kinds of people.

At the same time we shouldn’t forget that WID-s are at least in the beginning quite

expensive and therefore you can’t say that these kinds of artefacts are going to be

everyone’s property.  Rather I will think that a good guess is that the buyers will be

business and travelling people and affluent people that like high-tech products

[Mossberg, T. Sjölin, S. 2001]. Anyway I still think that the fireman has something to

say about how this WID-s should be designed.
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Mobile work practice
When we have decided what kind of expertise we are going to study another

complexity appears. The physical nature of a mobile device makes it easy to bring it

with you. If you should study mobile computing in context you have to follow people

when they are moving. After a while they stop, take their device out of the pocket and

interact with it for 20 seconds. Then you as observer have to be there in the

surrounding, but how should you capture what’s going on in the interaction between

the person and the small screen device and in the same time take the temporarily

surrounding context for consideration. This seems to be impossible. You can’t follow

people and wait that they will use their WID-s and when they do it you can’t see

anything. We must find an alternative way.

Non yet existing technology
Even if the kind of complexities that I have described here above doesn’t exists there

would still be problematic for Symbian to study the product in real use-cases in the

real world. Symbian have no software-products at the market yet. Then can one

argument be to study other company’s products in real use situations. I do think that

could be one way of collecting information from real use-cases but in the same time is

Symbian developing software that consist of non yet on the market existing

technologies.

Take for example bluetooth technology. Very few products at the market for the

moment has this technology built in. Ericsson has for example a headset that are using

Bluetooth between the mobile phone and the headset, but Bluetooth can be used to a

lot more things. [www.bluetooth.com]
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Picture 5: Headset for wireless communication to the cellular phone.

In the future you maybe will use bluetooth as wireless connections to a lot of other

artefacts. It can be used to transfer or synchronise files between your mobile device

and your personal computer. Maybe it’s going to be used to connect to a LAN nearby

you and, further, to the Internet. This will be cheaper than using GPRS technology all

the time from the mobile device. As one more example it should be possible to use

bluetooth when collecting information from your local or global environment.

Imagine the two scenarios as follows.

You are going down the hall in a museum and when you are standing near a

painting you can see information about it in your WID. You can also choose

to save this information in your device so you can take a look at it later on

when you have plenty of time left for it.

You are standing at a bus stop wondering when the next bus is coming.

Instead of looking at a static sign you can receive information from a digital

tag that knows when the bus is coming rather that it was supposed to come.

We don’t know how the future for bluetooth technology looks like. We can just

imagine and vision about it. Even how immature the new technologies are for the

moment the designer is still going to design for this technology, and s/he will sure

accomplish that task too in some way with or without help from real use-situations or

knowledge about use context. The question is if s/he can be helped with information

about real use cases and how the designer can use the real world. I think you have to

care less about how to study new technology in natural environments and instead

focusing on studying which goals people have in natural environments. This is also

much easier to do with field-studies because people that are trying to achieve their

goals are everywhere in opposite to people who use bluetooth in their natural

environment that is a quite rare phenomenon.

Usability-tests – the out of the box perspective
The words usability and user tend to be used indiscriminately and, in my perspective,

also mis-used to describe apparent user centredness in the work of the software

company. The most common way today is to perform usability-tests in a lab based on

use-scenarios. The test’s relevance lies in validation of an implemented design
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solution by testing whether the interface  is understood by a couple of users and

possible re-design if tests demonstrate usability problems.

With usability-tests in a lab in isolation from the real use context I think it’s a

fundamental risk that you get just feedback of how the artefact affords it’s functions

when you pick it up from the box the first time. Some test-persons have been involved

in similar tests before and therefore they maybe have some more experience of how to

use the different applications that are the focus for a test session but in any event it’s

just samples of use in an unnatural setting. My opinion is not that such usability-tests

are bad. I rather think that they always have to be there. In the broad landscape of

methods I think this kind of lab-tests are good too. You can test the satisfaction and

affordance [Norman, D. A. 1994] that appear between user and artefact when s/he

sees it for the first time but I think this tells very little about daily use of an software

application. Use is constituted in a specific context and there is also a personal

meaningful goals coupled to the use-situation. This goal can be to beat the record in

your computer-game or to be reminded about that you should talk about a specific

task when you meet a specific person [Brown, P. J. 1997]. If you instead sit down in a

lab and got told what to do with an artefact (scenario-based interaction test) [agenda

application test with user – video log, 2000]  you don’t have this personal goal and

not the natural surrounding context either. But if you are going to do scenario-based

interactions tests the most interesting thing to discuss is how the usability designer

formulate the test scenario that the user is going to manage during the test. Is the

scenario just plucked from the air in the hope that it is a good scenario or is there any

evidence from real world studies that points to the validity of the use scenario in

interaction with the device being tested? What I mean is that if you for example don’t

know if people are going to use bluetooth for sending a lot of business-cards to each

other is it not good to talk about the “business card phenomenon” when designing a

user interface for receiving files via bluetooth. It should be better to try out to find

how people want to send information to each other. Then usability designers can use

that information to build up use-cases and use-scenarios that can be used during a

usability-tests in the lab or during a meeting when talking about how to design for

sending files.
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The role of ethnography in software design
It’s hard to apply field studies to mobile settings that I have argued for above. But

even if there are a specific domain to study  in a software project it’s hard to find good

examples when ethnography has been used to influence the design work in a concrete

way. This can be seen as strange when academic people have been writing of it’s

benefits for more than twenty years. I think that one reason to the lack of good

examples may be that there are no direct mapping between ethnography and system

design. Ethnography is born from Anthropology and works as a tool for making

descriptions, stories about what is seen from an observer’s eyes. Ethnography is in

that way a very free tool. You can use it to describe a lot of details that is important

when you for example are going to understand how a new culture with new people

making out their lives. In system design we are talking about different things then

details and floating descriptions. Instead we are talking about different levels of

abstractions and how to build generic descriptions and modules. Than, what are

ethnographic studies for? [Plowman, L. Et al 1995]  With my background I’m sure

that there is very important to use ethnography when developing new software. If you

don’t use it, is there a risk that you develop a product that not is what people might

have and not what people find useful in their daily lives. That can decrease the

success on the market in the long run. Satisfaction and new technical features and

innovations can sell products in the short run but usable and smart products win the

race over time.

Abstractions VS rich picture
I don’t think that the goal is to translate the rich picture from ethnographic work into

formal constructs. Neither I think that it is the best way to write about general design

findings in relation to ethnographic work. I think it is too ambitious to try to both

understand a work practise and inform design in just one document.

It’s rather in the multidisciplinary meeting between designers and fieldworkers that

something is created. This may not be a meeting face to face, so maybe is it better to

talk about a multidisciplinary arena than talking about multidisciplinary meetings. It is

the knowledge and experience from field work that can be used as input to the design

process. The role of Field work material are therefore an informing resource and it is
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not something that you can translate straight forward to design.  My view of this arena

is presented in the last chapter.
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III
Work practice at Symbian

“We are right in the middle of it and there is no time for us
to stop and reflect on alternative ways of doing things.”

[Field note from design meeting 2, 2001]
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Introduction
I’m now going to give you some insight in what the work practice can look like in a

modern software company. How modern is the way of working anyway, if you look at

it a little bit more closer than just saying “this is a totally new industry that are going

to revolution the world”? The focus of my observations is to understand how Symbian

and especially the ID-team actually work with design. The descriptions in this chapter

can be read to just get an insight in how it can be to work with design or it can also be

read as some pieces of evidence for a need of change in the way people talk about

design. My thought with this chapter is anyway to prepare you for an analysis about

working with design with this Symbian work practice as an empirical example from

the real world.

Software life cycle at Symbian
To give you a picture of how Symbian work with software I first present a general

model that is based on Symbian’s documentation over the software development life

cycle [appendix 1,2]. Later on I’m going to be more focused on the work in the

Interaction Design-group (ID). The life cycle is iterative and incremental and they

develop their software in an object-oriented way. They use a model with different

stages to be able to fulfil different goals to different deadlines. The first phase is about

starting up a project. A project-plan is created and a project overview and summary is

written. The second phase consist of specifications for requirements, estimations and

risk-logs. The requirement specification is created. Different resources within

Symbian are estimated to see if it’s realizable to manage the project or if they have to

invest in more competence. The third phase is about specification UI-design and

planning. Functional specifications is created in parallel with the GUI specifications.

When all specification and planning documents are ready then is it time for the

developers to implement the different design-proposals that are approved. Finally is it

time for tests and to send out external releases. When Symbian has worked through

one cycle for a product they start a new cycle trying to further develop it.

Short description of  ID
The ID team consists of seven persons. All of them work with software development

in some way. One person is team-leader and is responsible for the scheduling for the

ID-teams work. Each of the other persons in the team has different responsibility-
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areas to take care of.  One role is the UI-lead. The UI-lead is for example responsible

for reviewing all requirement and UI-specifications. The most common role in the

team is to be UI-area designer. In this role you have the main-responsibility for

several applications or modules in the Symbian concept Quartz. The timeline for the

projects are built up around one release of Quartz. The projects are running in parallel

and for the moment is it two projects that are in focus. This picture can illustrate how

it works.

A T-project can for example be one application in the whole Quartz concept. The UI-

area designer is one part of the persons working in a T-project.  S/he is responsible for

designing the user-interface for the software-modules that are involved in the T-

project. The ID team also consist of a test and usability person. This person is a

resource for the whole M-project but work close to different design-work in each T-

project.

Work is very complex to describe and I think that it’s not going to be a good way to

capture it in a formal and structural way. Instead I will try to assemble what I have

observed and write about the work in a more free form. The story is not a

chronological story of a whole day but a story about some patterns and characteristics

that I have found in my observations. Even if this is Symbian I’m sure that if you are

a designer you will recognise yourself and your own work practice in some parts of

this material.

An essay about ID-s work practice
The new requirements from the licensees are lying on the table as bunch of

heavy stones. In ten weeks they must be handled out in an UI-specification.

For me as an outsider of the team I don’t know if ten weeks is a good amount

of time or not. One thing is at least clear from my observations. Time flies

and you have to take very good care of the aspect of time in this kind of

M-project: one product release

T-project T-project T-project T-project

UI-AREA MANAGER
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industry. It’s not easy as designer to concentrate on a specific topic. In one

moment is someone popping up behind your desk and ask questions that you

are supposed to have clear answers to. In the next moment you have to check

and answer in your always-filled up inbox of mail-messages or taking care of

your blipping ICQ-icon. In the same time you have to be updated what

everybody else is doing and you have to participate in meetings so you are

right in track with your own work. But all this is just secondary

responsibilities for you. As designer at Symbian your main purpose is to take

care of your design-areas. You have to develop new design-purposes and then

try to specify those ideas in different documents.

One of the designers is just reading through the new requirements. It’s

always a little bit confusing when you see them for the first time. Some of

them are maybe your own ideas but anyway another person has formulated

them in a strange way. You don’t know if there is a misunderstanding in the

formulation or if the requirement is a combination of your previous ideas and

what the market is asking for just for the moment. You ask some people

around and some of the requirements seem to be more understandable and

correct, some of them looks even more confusing than before. From this first

look at the requirements it’s a long way to go before the design-proposal

capturing the requirement is ready. The timeline in the ongoing project is 14

weeks for each designer to accomplish his or her different areas from new

requirement to the final approved specification.

The requirements for a new release are set up by several sources. One of this

is the marketing leader that tries to capture what’s happening on the global

market, what other companies are coming up with and so on. Another input

for new requirements is from the release before. It’s quite common that

brilliant ideas are born in one release but that it’s no time to implement them

in the same release. Then this can be input for new requirements in next

release.

Now it’s time for each UI-area designer to plan how to go about the new

requirements. It differs from designer to designer how they manage their
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preliminary study. All of the members in the team have experience of

qualitative studies like participatory design with mock-up sessions or future

workshops so it’s natural for them to do such studies in an early phase of the

developmental cycle.

Designing for non existing technology Bluetooth
To get more focused I’m going to describe one specific design case namely about

designing for bluetooth-technology. This case is interesting in many ways and I will

give you a deeper analysis shortly, but first I’m going to give you some insight in the

background to the bluetooth-case.

Preparing for a workshop

It’s morning at the office. One of the designers in the team is sitting at his

desk and planning for a workshop. He is responsible for the bluetooth- and

web-area in this software-release. He has more responsibility-areas but he

want to start with these two things. The reason to have a workshop is to

capture some ideas from people inside and outside Symbian. These ideas are

later on going to be analyzed and used for puzzling together a first very draft

design-proposal.

When a designer in the team wants to do for example a workshop s/he can

ask for assistance from the person responsible for usability-tests at Symbian

(Mats). He has a database of people that can participate in different sessions.

You can for example ask Mats for people of a specific age to participate in

the workshop or you can tell Mats that it’s important to have people from

many different backgrounds in the workshop. Mats is also responsible for

collecting  information in some way during the workshop, most common is to

use a video camera. He is also writing a report that captures the findings

from the workshop.

Fredrik one of the members in ID-team was responsible for the bluetooth

Interface specification in the last project. Because of that, the requirements in

the new project were not exactly  a total surprise. Rather he has been in some

way involved in the creation of the new requirements for this release new of
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Quartz. Fredrik’s thought with a workshop was to get some new input but

also to test his own ideas from the last project.

It’s time for the workshop. Mats have prepared the digital video camera in

one corner of the meeting-room. There are three persons from Symbian (two

UI-area designers and the usability-test responsible person) and three

persons outside Symbian (One student from the computer-science area, one

person working with computers and one that’s not have so much computer

experience). The UI-area designer that asked for the workshop is taking the

lead of the meeting. He starts with a presentation about how the days are

planned. Yes it is days, the workshop is planned for two half days. The

thought was that the participants should have some questions to think about

over the night and then discuss them in the second part of the workshop the

next day. The presentation informs the participants about how the bluetooth

technology works and how it is used today.

Most of the participants are active in the discussion. One of them starts up an

argumentation about why it should be dangerous to let anyone send you a file

via Bluetooth. They are talking about the “Christmas-rush phenomenon” that

could be one scenario for not desirable use of the technology. What they

mean is that if anyone can send you a message you will be asked thousands

and thousands of times when you are walking down the main-street in a town.

The discussion is lively and there are quiet well-dispersed opinions about

which solution should be best but there is one thing that everybody agrees on.

“If we are going to use the feature it must be easy to use and not disturbing to have”!   

[Field note from workshop considering bluetooth, 2001]

One person in the group is going to explain an idea on the whiteboard. It is

about how you can configure your bluetooth setting in an easy way. Mats is

immediately turning and zooming the camera to capture the models at the

whiteboard and the person explaining his thoughts about the model. When the

explanation is done Mats zoom out the camera again so all the participants

and their comments are captured at the tape.
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Fredrik is responsible for bluetooth and he is taking notes about different

ideas that popping up in the discussions. He makes small sketches and write

explanations to what he might think can be important for the design-work

later on in the process. The meeting-session is three hours with one coffee

break in the middle. [Field note from workshop considering bluetooth, 2001]

Analysing material from the workshop

“It‘s so important to have this time to discuss what’s happens on the tape…”
[Field note from design lab, 2001]

Some days after the workshop is it possible for the UI-area designer and the

usability-responsible to have a meeting and analyze the video-material from

the workshop. They sit down in the usability-lab (a small meeting- room at

Symbian)  and Mats is holding the remote-control in his hand to be prepared

to stop the tape if someone finds something on the tape extra important or

interesting to discuss. It happens several times and the discussion is based on

different discussions from the tapes. Sometimes Fredrik and Mats are in total

agreement on what is said on the tape and sometimes they have quite different

thoughts about how the design should be.

Mats is using the whiteboard to capture what they come up with during the

meeting. It seems to be quite tricky to remember all thoughts that are popping

up in a session like this. Mats is later on going to write a report that captures

the major findings from the workshop-session. Therefore he is frequently

asking questions to Fredrik to see if they have the same picture about what’s

important.

There is a lot of redesign taking place during the meeting. Models are drawn

at different papers end they are discussing notes from the workshop and in

the same time the discussion on the tape is going on.

The first design proposal is taking shape. From a few lines representing the

requirement there now is a whole bunch of ideas. Some of them works
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together and others are more lose ideas that have to be discussed many times

over and over again.

Design forum
The next step for Fredrik to have some feedback is to ask his team-mates what

they think about the design so far. To get feedback on his ideas he is using the

“design-forum” that is a design meeting with the ID-team every Tuesday

morning. The meeting is used to get updated about what the others in the team

is doing and to get feedback and comments on a design-proposal. The meetings

are often driven by different usage-cases and scenarios to talk around. The

whiteboard is also frequently used to try to capture the ideas that appear.

It’s 9.00 am and Fredrik is prepared to hold a presentation about his design-

proposal for the rest of the team. He is presenting solutions about how you can

configure your bluetooth technology in your mobile device. He is also

presenting ideas about how you can be notified about an incoming blutooth-

request and in which grade you should be notified. [Field note from workshop

considering bluetooth, 2001]

The ideas are many and two hours later most of the participants which solution

are more rather than less confused about which of the possible solutions might

constitute the ‘best’ one.  Everybody is  agreeing  that it was a great meeting

when I ask them but in the same time they think that it’s hard to discuss so

many different solutions without immediately finding the best way. But without

these hard meetings it there would be more struggling to find out which design

to choose and specify.

Creating representations of ideas

“These flowcharts are good to have when you discuss different use scenarios and to
find things that not works in the design-proposal”[Interview with designer 2, 2001].

In this state in the design-process it’s time to try getting some structure in the

material.  One way of capturing a design-proposal is to make a flowchart over

it. The bluetooth designer tries to make some models that can be used to try

user scenarios on. The flowcharts are made up in a program called Visio
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Professional. It supports you with different templates for different purposes for

example business diagrams and electrical flowcharts. This way of modeling is

quite new for the team but the opinion is that the method works well.

“We got some representation to talk around during the meetings”

[Field note  design forum 2, 2001]

The flowchart is also going to be attached to the UI-specification that is going

to be used of other people outside the UI-team. For example the developers

have loved the idea about complementing flowcharts because it’s easier for

them to follow and to see relations between different screenshots in the

specifications.

Writing the specification
Now it’s time for the next step in managing out the requirements to a new

design. It’s time to start writing on the User Interface specification. All kinds of

sketches, notes and thoughts are going to be set together in a first draft version

of a specification document.

It has been a lot of trouble writing the User Interface specifications because

there has been no standard to follow. Everyone in the team has been writing

their own specification in their own way but from the last release they have

made a template to follow. It’s going to be much easier now when the UI-

specifications are built up by the same framework. Especially in terms of that

you must paste together your new design-proposals with the specification in

the same area.

Fredrik is writing on his delta-specification. That’s the name on a new part of

a specification. This is not an official document but rather your personal work-

copy that later on is going to be pasted into the old specification, in this case

the specification about bluetooth from the 6.1 project.

He has now been writing on his specification for about one day when I enter

the room the next time. He works a lot with PhotoshopTM to produce screenshots
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that illustrates what’s the specification says in text. It’s so important to show

screenshots says Fredrik. It’s easier for me to validate that my proposal is

possible to realize and the developers loves the pictures.

“They ask for more models like them we made in Visio and Photoshop.”

It is a creative atmosphere in the team-room. The members in the group is

involved in a lot of different tasks. One of the members is discussing with the

team-leader. They are discussing how much time should be estimated for a

special responsibility area. Two other members are sitting together and discuss

a design-solution. During the discussion is another person in room

interrupting. He think that he maybe has a good idea. The team-work works

out really well  as I can see from my observations. They have always time to

discuss with other persons in the room and if they want to have a more focused

discussion they book a meeting-room and sit down and discuss the decided

topics.

Redesign and technical investigations
Fredrik is now almost finished with his specification of bluetooth for the

moment. But he tells me that there have been a lot of design-traps on the way.

You have to think your proposal over and over again. It must fit to the style-

guide that says how the product should look like in more general brush strokes.

It must also be possible to implement from a technical point of view. In the

same time that it should be new-thinking and it should be cost-efficient to

realize the new ideas, an equation that is hard to fit together.

To take one example so was the first design handling multiple simultaneously

saving of incoming files via bluetooth. A great idea if you for example got five

pictures in the same time from a friend. Then you can press (save all) and then

are all the pictures saved in your device. Unfortunately this solution wasn’t

possible to do because of limited flexibility in the already made programming

module for the receive and send functionality.
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The hardest thing is not that you have to redesign your ideas but rather when you are going to

stop redesign your ideas.

[meeting with designer 1, 2001]

Someone you call for an advice tells you that it’s impossible to do. The next

hour you talk to another person that tells you that it’s possible and a really

great idea. Which way are you going to take and what responsibility do you

have  for the design created?

“It’s hard to make clear for your self the distinction between what’s possible to create and

what you want create.”

 [Fredrik- log from summing-up meeting for a release at Brunnen, 2001]

Usability-test of Quartz
When a designer want to test some kind of design s/he can ask Mats to arrange a test

session. This session can be made up by several different methods for example mock-

ups and prototypes. The tests are often scenario-based  that means that the user are

going to follow some kind of instructions to manage the test. The instructions can be

for example

“find Britta in the telephone-book and send her an e-mail that tell her that she has to
buy food on her way home from work”

In a scenario like this the user has to navigate through several application to

accomplish the whole task. The session is recorded on videotape so it is possible to

analyse the result later on.

Preparing session
One of the designers at Symbian has made a new design proposal for an

application. It is an update of functions in the agenda application. She

has been working with this proposal for several weeks now and she feels

that it’s time to test the proposal on some users to get some feedback. To

realise the test she contacts Mats, who is responsible for the planning

around a test. He works as facilitator that invites appropriate test

persons and takes care of the equipment that is needed to perform the

test. In this test they are going to use a video camera that catch the

interaction between the test person and the artefact.
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Before the test is performed the designer and Mats are sitting down and

discuss how they should arrange the meeting. They discuss which level of

technology is going to be used. This depends often of how ready the

design proposal is. Sometimes is it just ideas that are going to be tested

and than they use paper mock-ups as representations. This time is the

new functionality already implemented in the Quartz system so they use

en emulator of the Quartz system running on an pen-based laptop. This is

as close as they can come to a mobile device in this test.

Picture 6: Pen-based laptop running the Quartz emulator

They also discuss which scenarios they will use to test the new design.

The scenarios are often based on their own imagination around the

functions that are going to be tested. This time it is the agenda

application that is in focus so they use persons within the company to

create scenarios like –

You are going to book a meeting with Britta every second Wednesday 10 weeks ahead

between 12:00 and 13:00.

The test
Now is it time for the actual test. The test persons that are invited come

to Symbian in the afternoon. The people that are going to participate in

the test sit down before and take a coffee. They talk a little bit about what

the test is about but mostly they talk about the nice weather outside the
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office. It’s spring and the sun is an irresistible conversation topic here in

Sweden after almost half a year with dark skies and cold weather. After a

while in the sunny lunch-break room they move on to the lab. It is a small

room with just a table where the software artefact is placed. The

facilitator that leads the test tells the test person what to do and in the

same time is the observer of the test turning on the camera which the test

person is familiar with since another test.

It is quite silent in the room during the test. The test person is told that

it’s good if he thinks verbally and he is doing so.. It’s  easier to analyse

than the video-tape afterwards. Sometimes when it takes long time to

perform a task the observer goes in and give some short advice  just to

get the test person to keep  going. The tests are approximately one hour

long and it ends up in a discussion about what the test person thought

about the design s/he has been interacting with.

Writing a report
Short after a test is performed Mats is writing a test-report that captures

what they have observed from the test. This report is an internal one that

can support the design work for the ID-team. Often is it easier to

convince the programmers about a change in an application if you can

tell them that an usability-test have shown that it must be implemented in

a different way.

Representations of work
Now you have got some insight as to how they work with design in the ID-team and

in the usability lab. From my point of view work is always constituted in a social

activity [Lave, J. & Wenger, E. 1991]. The relation and experience between

designers, other segments in the organisation and from involved people outside

Symbian is creating the community that are designing the artefact. In this socially

constructed activity is it important with good methods and tools to get the same

picture of the situation and the same goals to aim for. As I have mentioned are the

designers good at represent their ideas in different ways with for example models at

papers or scenarios that explain a design proposal. But the design results do not just

depend on whether they are able to represent ideas for each other. Even more
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important seems to be how these representations are made up  from the beginning. We

will now look at some specific cases that illustrates the way designers talk about

design.
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IV
Case study – assumptions about use

“Sometimes it feels like we are discussing someone’s idea and then some
other person has a critique to it immediately before the first person has
finished his or her presentation. Then is the whole meeting spent on
discussing this side-track that can be made up by just a feeling that the
first idea not was so good. But all together we just use our experience
within the group to solve problems about how the rest of the world might
use this artefact in the future” [field note design forum, 2001]
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Case 1: Getting more focused around bluetooth
My standpoint so far has been that, if you wish to talk about designing for usability

and worthability,  it’s important that it will be based on real use situations from the

real world. I have also discussed the dilemma in finding use situations to study in a

constantly changing use context for the mobile device. Now I’m going to analyse

three different design situations at Symbian. Each of them point at in different ways

of the lack of use-cases anchored in real use situations when discussing future design

concepts.

I have logged conversations during meetings to try to capture how the ID team talk,

discuss and decide about design-solutions at Symbian. The first log is from the

workshop I wrote about in the last chapter. The discussion is about if you should be

able to receive and save your incoming files to your device in a temporary folder and

then later on sort them in your own way. The reason to this discussion is that infrared

beam technology that is quite similar to bluetooth don’t support this but with

bluetooth is it possible. When you are dealing with infrared technology you have to

point to each other’s devices when you should send a file to a mate but with bluetooth

you do not have to do this. The only thing that must be fulfilled is that your mates’

devices is in a range of approximately one hundred meters. In other words you can

send a file to many persons that are present in different rooms than you in the same

time. But again you don’t know how this technology is going to be used. You can just

imagine and vision about it. In the ID-team is it common to hear things like this.

“We have a use case – that Peter are going to send a shopping list via E-

mail to his girlfriend – She can then use that list from her mobile device

when she go shopping.”

[Field note design meeting, 2001 ]

The interesting part of this quotation is not the use-case in itself but the first words of

the quotation. They say that they have a use-case but that use-case has no real data

behind itself. They talk about future use and how people might act from the designers

community point of view. It is the experience of the designers and their creativity

that construct those kinds of use-cases. I do not want to say that it is totally wrong to

just use your own imagination to come up with use-cases about how the future might
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look, but there is a risk with it. The risk is that you as designer and the involved

design community are discussing a use-case that have its roots in someone’s

imagination about the future rather than based on fieldwork about how people really

do when they for example shopping with a shopping list in their hand. These

discussions can then lead to decisions in specific directions that do not fit how people

want to use mobile artefacts when they are shopping or sending files via bluetooth.

The designers have also a feeling that they really don’t know if a scenario they use

and talk about is a good one.

Here is a concrete example of how a discussion about future use of a mobile device’s

software can be made up from assumptions about how the participants in the meeting

seem to find a good scenario. In this case there are two people invited to the design

meeting from outside Symbian. That was an attempt to get some experience in the

discussions that not were coloured with the knowledge and boundaries of a designer.

F= Fredrik, User Interface Area Designer for Bluetooth, Responsible for the workshop,
M= Mats, Facilitator
L= Leo, Designer
N= Nicklas, participant outside Symbian
J= Jan Björkman, Participant outside Symbian
T= Tommy, Master student
-
( ? ) Not sure, missing word
( - ) Short pause
[My comment]

1:02:50 F That you can save if – that you have to
save immediately when you receive such a
card – When the dialog is open

[They are talking about a business-card received
from a person in a meeting]

F –02:57 How did we say – if you have – If you had
received many files in the same time – Do
you want to be able to save them later on
then – or is it OK to put them in a folder
called unfilled  - that means that agenda-
entry’s goes to agenda and contact-cards
goes to contacts – than they are stored in a
folder that are called unfilled.

[Agenda and Contacts are two different
applications in Quartz]

L 03:19 Yes or if it could be named  (-) (“files,?) F Uhmm
M 03:28 Incoming [as an another example]
L Received files (-) anything you want [to

name it]
N 03:32 Maybe it should be good to mark them up

in some way – The moment when you get
them so to speak – If I get 20 [business-
cards] on the same day, maybe it’s hard
then – you just see the name and the
number, then it’s hard to couple them to
the right context. F Uhmm
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L 03:51 This discussion that you have to do
something with them immediately when
you receive them – I don’t think that’s
good

F 03:58 What did you say ?
L That you should choose in the same

moment when you get them – When you
receive a couple of them. I don’t think
that’s good

F [You say] That’s not good
L I don’t think so- No I don’t think so
J No – I don’t think so too
F It’s better to be able to wait then
J 04:06 Yes – If you imagine – this – a meeting

situation – send business-cards and so on L Uhmm
J Exactly as Leo said – You must be able to

proceed them later on
L [Yes otherwise] Then you should sort

them – open your book and sort them –
that feels uncomfortable – It’s better to
sort them later on

F Uhmm it’s better that they are saved
somewhere Uhmm [temporarily]

L And sort them when you come home
N 04:27 I was more thinking about if you are

sitting in [a meeting] – with people that
you don’t know – At least I have
difficulties to remember names – and
afterwards I should never be able to sort
them after names for (?) or (?) so to say
I think it should be shown there
To the left (-) Yes (-) in some way – I dont
know how but in some way

T
[I think that the missing words is two examples of
categories]

F 04:48 Our system is so smart that you can put a
picture of the person – so has he [that send
the business-card] a picture on himself  -
then you will receive that

N OK – that’s good
F Yes THAT’S good
L That’s really good
N I like that
M Then it could be a little camera in the

device, - than you can take a photo
M
Sounds

Click

L Uhhm – thats possible it’s going to be one
there [in the device]

T

M To download on the meeting with your
business-card -

L 05:21 That’s really great because (-) L
sounds

Smash his hand

L Now again – What a hell was his name –
what was his name?

J I think that it’s more common than
uncommon

L Yes exactly – And then it’s not just Mats I
want to have [on a picture]- I want to have
his wife, his children, his dog and so on

L 05:47 Then you have – If you had those pictures
in your mind (-) then it’s much more
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easier to put a person in a context – What
we were talking about, where is he living,
what do he want, what’s interesting in his
life and so on

N 1:05:58 Exactly

The interesting thing here is that they are talking about how a person is going to hand

out business-cards in his or her mobile device. Quartz has the possibility to send your

digital card via bluetooth, IR6, fax or mail but are people going to send their business-

cards in a digital version to each other? They talk about a situation in the log when

you receive maybe 20 cards at the same meeting (3:32). It seems to me that this

situation will appear seldom in your interaction with your device. But I have not a

clue either. Maybe businesspeople will change a lot of cards in digital manner when

they are participating in conferences. Then is this use-case a good one to take for

consideration when designing the user interface for handling out send and receive

files. But to know if this use-case is good to talk about in relation to design the

interface, we have to base it on fieldwork data. I don’t think you should try to find

specific domains of use for each design-problem but I think that it’s important to have

a bunch of use-situations that are based on real data to discuss around. This can help

the designers to talk about use of design-solutions rather than talking about design-

solutions stand alone from a context of use and in the same time feel confident with

that the use-case is based on how people really do when they achieve their goals in

their daily lives.

Case 2: Design-forum – the closed castle of knowledge
Here is another example taken from a design meeting with the members of the ID-

team. They talk about how users want to use ‘flip closed’ and ‘flip open’ mode on a

cellular phone.

Picture 7: Ericsson 380

                                                                
6 Infrared technology for short diastase file transfer and receive.
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The reason to this is that you can have different functionality when you have the

phone flipped open and when it’s closed. For example is it possible to design so you

can see an incoming SMS-message in closed mode (a small part of the display is

visible in closed mode) but you have to flip it up to be able to send a answer.

They don’t like this situation to just guess about the future all the time or just base

their design on the total amount of design experience that are sitting together in a

meeting-room. They want to use experience outside “the closed castle of knowledge”

(their meeting room), but they don’t really know how to go about it. One designer

said…

“Sometimes it feels like we are discussing someone’s idea and then some
other person has a critique to it immediately before the first person has

finished his or her presentation. Then is the whole meeting spent on
discussing this side-track that can be made up by just a feeling that the
first idea not was so good. But all together we just use our experience

within the group to solve problems about how the rest of the world might
use this artefact in the future.” [field note design forum 3, 2001]

1 Designer 1 Which functions do you think you want to
use in closed mode

2 Designer 2 I think you want to use communication
functions and not information functions

3 Designer 1 You mean that the user want to send SMS
and answer the phone in closed mode.

4 Designer 2 Yes – I don’t think it’s necessary to – to
send an SMS – it’s enough to see an
incoming message

5 Designer 1 Exactly – when I want to make input in the
phone – I think it’s better to have the
whole screen in the ‘open mode’

This short piece of conversation sheds light on some interesting things. The

discussion is based on the designers own experience and what they think is a good

way to use the application. They also mentioned a user on line three. They constantly

try to get out from the ‘closed castle of knowledge’ but in cases where they don’t have

some representations from ‘outside’ they just talk about ‘the user’. The user is just an

imaginary person that not is situated in a context. It is someone that is going to use the

product but I really think that the word user is used to express your own experience

and to replace the words I and you. It’s not wrong to use this experience but if you

had real persons outside Symbian and also contexts for use, it should be much easier

to leave your own experience and try to focus the conversation on how another person
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might do. The big profit with that is that you design for a specific person and not for

the generic user who actually does not exist.

Case 3: A user scenario managed out in the test lab
The usability work at Symbian is primarily done to evaluate if a design is understood

from the point of view of a test person. I just want to show a short sample from a test

when it’s clear that the tests just give an insight into initial experiences and

satisfaction of use but not primarily how usable the artefact is. The background to this

test is that a designer want to test the agenda application. To test this the designers

have made scenarios (from their own imagination) that involves functions in the

agenda they want to test. The scenario that the test person are going to perform in this

case is as follows –

“You are going to Chicago and work there for two month. You have an order
from your head quarter to call back home every day in a propitiate time and tell

how it’s going. You also want to wake up every morning at 06:30 and want a
reminder about that.” [Use scenarios test of Quartz, 2000]

The conversation beneath starts after over 5 minutes with silence try to figure out how
to do.

1 Test person Umm - - This was a hard one
2 If I haven’t had this artefact I would used a note in my

paper agenda, but of course it should be great to have a
sound as an reminder.

3 Uhhm- how hard can it be – It can’t be so difficult to
find it

4 Designer Maybe you can look there [points at an menu item]
5 Test person Yes of course – I should be thinking – thinking of that

earlier – now I see

The interaction between the artefact and the test person is going on for almost twenty

minutes to manage out these quite simple tasks. The interaction is based on trying to

figure out how you configure the alarm function. The interaction consists of no

personal meanings or goals. The focus is instead totally directed to where in the

application you have to look to find the right setting. I almost get a feeling that the test

person feels guilty that s/he can’t find out how to do. In the end it is the designer that

tells the test person how it can be made. Maybe this tells the designers that it’s hard to

configure the alarms but more realistic is to say that it’s hard to validate how usable

things are based on the first or second time a person use such an application.
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It would be better in principle to allow a person use an artefact for a longer period of

time. Then you can make tests on that person in the lab. You can have an interview

before the test when you ask the test person about how and in which situations s/he has

used different application. When you have a bunch of contexts you can create your test

scenarios from this persons own experience. If you do it that way I think you can see

more honest samples caught on video about of how usable an application is.

Now you have an insight how they talk about design at Symbian and also some

evidences that they want to work in a user centred way. In the same time they have

difficulties to involve ‘outside’ experience in the design work and even in the usability

tests. I will now continue to give my view of how Symbian can get closer to real use

situations.
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V
Three levels of gain from field work

to software design
Programmer: ‘What if the user wants to print this out?’

Interaction Designer: ‘Rosemary isn’t interested in printing this out.’
Programmer: ‘But someone might want to print it.’

Interaction designer: ‘But we are designing for Rosemary, not for someone’

[Cooper, A. 1999]
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The developmental work at Symbian
In this chapter, I suggest one way of developing the ID-teams design methods. I know

that they are interested in new ways of working with design and I also know that they

want to tighten up the relations between the usability work and the actual design-

work. Sometimes I have a feeling that the usability work is done in isolation and that

the actual design-work in the ID community only marginally influenced by the

usability work. Both sides are very important and both sides are in my point of view

doing a really good job that is very important for Symbian’s development. But I’m

sure that this huge amount of knowledge would be even stronger if a better mapping

between the design work and the usability work could be found.

In this thesis I have argued that many problems stem from the lack of ‘outside

experience’ in the design work. The analyses showed how the designers struggled

with the involvement of real people in the discussion concerning design proposals.

The solution to that is to find ways there you can involve, put simply, other peoples

experience. To do that I think ethnography and basic field work like interviews with

people is one way to fill up the gap of outside experience. At the same time I have

argued that, for different reasons, it is hard to apply such methods when you design

for wireless devices. You have to be creative if you will succeed and I will give now

give you my view of how field work can be applied in the design work at Symbian.

Practical interventions
The first thing you have to do if you are going to couple field work to software design

is to uncouple the two parts. I think that the primarily reason to that companies fail in

using field work is that they try to apply it to specific projects. Field work is in it’s

basic nature not applicable to tight deadlines. It fits better to long term strategies and

as background experience that can afford specific projects. For that reason my advice

is to have employees at Symbian that not is coupled to specific projects. They already

have a person like that working with usability and that is a good start. I will in short

describe how this persons work can influence the rest of the design work with the

missing piece, namely ‘outside experience’.

The design work will be influenced by field work in different levels of the design

process. The long term work is an iterative and incremental process like the actual
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design work but the cycles are wider in their scope of time. Over time, the ‘outside’

background knowledge is growing and it will influence the design work in more

depth.

Picture 8: Here is an illustration that show three levels of gain from field work that I now will describe.

Level 1: Personas
‘Personas’ are a description of a specific person who is a target user of a system

being designed, providing demographic 7 information, needs, preferences, biographical

information, and a photo or illustration. Typically, multiple personas are developed in

the early stages of design that represent the spectrum of the target audience. Personas

are one piece of a "scenario", the other piece being a description of how this person

would typically interact with the system being designed. It is a description of an

archetypical user synthesized from a series of interviews and field observations with

real people.  One point of developing personas is to avoid the trap of designing for the

"average" user that doesn't actually exist, and instead to make sure that the system

will work for somebody specific rather than no one in particular. I think that it’s

better to prove that one person is going to make use of a special design to achieve his

or her goals than design for how you think all people want to achieve their goal when

using the software. A second point is that personas can work as a mapping bridge

between fieldwork and actual design. It creates an arena where designers, usability-

and field-workers can talk about users’ goals in the design process and at the same

                                                                
7 Statistics representing the range and composition of your target audience, such as total market size
and distribution of age, gender, education, income, computer experience, nationality and so forth.
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time have evidence that those goals are anchored in the real world at least in one

specific situation.

Picture 9: Workflow for development and use of Personas.

This picture describes the essential phases in a design-process when users and use

context are going to be taken for considerations.

Field studies and basic research
The first step is to define some user groups that are a potential focus for a product.

This can be made with help of demographic data and the company’s thoughts about

who is going to use the new artefact. As I have said before these kinds of new WID

artefacts are not going to be everyone’s property; atto begin with. I think therefore

Symbian can concentrate on a few groups of people when they work with design. This

is also important in a Personas perspective because if you got too many different

groups to study it seems to be like designing for the average user again, which we

strive to avoid.

My suggestion  that I share with the ID-team is that four groups can be a good start.

The group that are in focus is based on the segmentation and trend information I

presented in the beginning of the thesis.

1. A business travelling person
2. A teenager
3. A career woman
4. A senior man or woman

The first person is always interesting in developing new technology. S/he is buying

the artefact early after its introduction on the market. The second category is all young

people. They love mobile artefacts and are going to be a large group that are going to

use the new artefacts. The third group is the new woman that may be a member of

1.
Field studies
specific
situations.

Short
interactions

2.
Creating
Personas
based on field
studies

3.
Make
scenarios
based on
Personas

4.
Make use
cases from
scenarios
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senior management for a large company. Some American statistics [Symbian, 2001]

shows that every fifth company are going to have a woman in a top position in less

than five years. This can also be a group that are going to use WID-s frequently. The

last category is an older or middle aged person that from the beginning not are

interested in the new technology but who finds good reasons to buy one after a couple

of years.

When you have decided your essential categories of users you can start to collect

information about their different goals and what relation they have to technology. In

this stage is it important to get a rich picture of how the different groups are and it’s

also important not to think primarily of how this can afford the design work later on in

the process. Remember that demographics don’t buy products, people buy products”

[Arlöv, L. 2000]. So you must invent some real people that match your demographics.

You can for example start with a free form of ethnographic interviews with different

people that match your categories. Try to let them talk about their daily lives and how

they use different artefacts to achieve different personal goals. For example can you

discuss how they go about when they plan to travel by train. How they buy tickets,

what kind of services they like to have on the train and so on. What kind of situations

you came up with is arguably not so important. The important thing for the research

person is to get as rich a picture as possible about what’s important goals in the

different situations. What is for example important when a business person is going to

travel between Sweden and London or how does a teenager go about it when s/he is

going to buy a ticket for a concert.

The next step is to write down a document that describes the different categories with

the interviews as a base. Write it like an essay about different lifestyles and try to

catch details about different persons goal in mind when they do different things in

their daily lives.

To feed the rich picture further I think it’s important to take a few situations that

appear in the interviews and try to study these situations in a real environment. The

environment can be an airport, a post office, a café or a city square. The important

thing is that you have some specific contexts the can be part of the essay about the

different user categories you have created. To do this you can shadow some of the
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persons that you have made interviews with and try to capture situations in their daily

life. We can call this ‘quick & dirty’ ethnography or ‘short snapshots’ from the reality

but the important thing is that you have some small pieces of interaction that you can

feed your Personas with. Laura Arlöv was pointing out that with Wireless Internet

Devices, it is so much more difficult to predict the context for an interaction. She

continues to say-

“The principle is that you should not try to design a Wireless Internet Application for
every possible situation when it might be used but instead design it well for at least one
situation when it WILL be used. By making the application precisely what is needed and
as easy, intuitive and usable as it can be for just one situation then you are designing a

great product.” [Arlov, L. 2000]

With the method presented here so far we selected a few user groups to concentrate

on. We have also chosen a few contexts that can work as our design environments.

From this rich material we do have a great opportunity to design a product as Laura

described .

Building a Persona
To couple the ethnographical work done to the design work we are going to build

Personas [Cooper, A. 1999] that represent the archetype of our different user

categories. We can use the background field work done to create a Persona that

actually is based on real peoples goals in mind.  Sometimes is it easy to focus to much

on a Persona’s biography. Personal details can be a fun part, but if there are to many

of them they just get in the way. One thing that avoid this problem, is to first focus on

the workflow and behaviour patterns, goals and attitudes of the Persona. This is the

information that is critical to design. When you have the critical design information

you can add some personal details. One example can be that “John likes to play golf

in the weekends and afterwards he prefers a lager in the golf pub with his golf-mad

friends.” It’s also good to have descriptions, short detailed ones, about the Personas

environment to reinforce important characteristics. If you skip the personal touch of

the Personas I think it’s easy to fall back into design for a generic user instead of the

precise design target we try to create. I will now give an example of how a Persona

can look like.
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John is 17 years of age. He is a high school student from south of Sweden. He is the
sporty type and he is practising soccer almost every day in the week. In the same time is
he interested learning at school and he got always god results in the exams. He lives in
a well structured family with his parents and has little sister. They are living a little bit
out on the countryside. His dad is very interested in computers, fanatic so to speak and
that have made John a little bit anti to the PC. But of course he uses some ICQ in the
evenings to chat with his friends. He use it mostly to keep in touch with long distance
friends that he don’t meet or give a call so often. His interest for soccer is also such that
he browses  on the Internet for results and statistics about his favourite players.

He also has a cellular phone. It is an expensive Ericsson 380 that he got from his dad
on his seventeenth birthday. It has a lot of functions but John has not learned all of
them yet. Like all of his friends he send tons of SMS messages every day. He is specially
teasing with his female classmates by sending them funny short messages. Maybe he is
in love with some of them. During the day in school he also use his phone to keep track
on the schema. He plan his homework’s and when it’s time for an exam in his agenda
application. In breaks between lesions John and his friends sometimes play games on
their phones. The favourite game for the moment is the Worm game and John has the
second best result which of course is a little bit of a prestige thing. So even if John is
telling that he don’t use so many functions he is using the phone quite  frequently.

John is not using any other mobile services. He and especially his mom think that it’s to
expensive. But if was cheaper he should be pleased to have the latest results from the
Champions league popping up on his display. After school John is going to the soccer
field. He have his best friends there and he can be there talking to them for hours after a
soccer practice. The mobile device makes John feel free and his parents feel safe and
secure to be able to call John and ask him where he is. At least he is starving and he
relies on his parents to take him home again to the farm. Of course are the dinner ready
and our John eating like a horse.

This Persona is built up by my imagination but in Symbian’s case are the Personas

built up with the basic research and field studies as a base. Just to get a feeling what’s

critical design information in such a Persona I will give some examples from my

imaginary Persona.

Workflow:
1. He is depending on his parents to come home.
2. He keep track on his agenda in his cellular phone.
3. It’s important for John to be updated with the latest soccer results.
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Attitudes:
1. John is sceptical about the Personal Computer concept.
2. He likes to communicate a lot with his friends.

Contexts:
1. School
2. Soccer field
3. Home (at the countryside)

Scenarios related to Personas
As I have observed in my studies at Symbian design scenarios has not been based on

real data before. They use a rather ad hoc version of an user in their conversations but

this user is too unspecific as a design target. Scenarios just pop up in someone’s

imagination just for the moment and then the design team base their design

discussions around this. But instead of discussing such a imaginary scenario like the

business cards in chapter four we can use our field study-based personas to create our

scenarios on. With each Persona a number of candidate usage scenarios will emerge.

Usage scenarios describe precise, exact occasions where a device or a application is

being used. The development of usage scenarios is the first stage in Usage Centered

Design approach which leads to the development of essential use cases [Constantine,

L. & Lockwood, A. D. 1999]. My studies shows that usage scenarios are the major

catalyst to start talking about different design solutions. They work as cognitive

artefacts [Norman, A. D. 1994] that help the participants to reflect about different

ways of realise a design. These kind of cognitive artefacts is also critical in

developing a common language between the participants which is important in a

design-group like ID [Dittrich, Y. 1999].

Basing our concept of the ‘user’ on Personas instead of plucking a usage scenario

from the ‘air’ has several benefits. At first it is easier for the participants to understand

the background and the contexts behind a special usage scenario. The reason to that is

that all participants in ID are familiar with the different Personas developed earlier in

the design process. This creates a shared picture and a good starting point for a design

discussion. The opposite situation appears when you as designer have to explain your

idea and a whole bunch of background information before you can start talk about the

actual design proposal. The second thing is that it’s easier to design for a specific

target instead of taking too many things into consideration at the same time as
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designing. You can get hold of one or a few Personas and know that they are based on

situations that are design critical to the design of the application. Christine Perfetti

said -

“The hardest challenge will be for the designers to focus only on satisfying the goals of
these two or three personas and not be concerned with the goals of the thousands of

different users. If they succeed, the designers will create an excellent design with a more
manageable design process that satisfies the goals of many different users.”

[Perfetti, C. 2001]

The third and maybe most important thing with usage scenarios made up from

personas is that they create a link between usability work and actual design work. Both

usability tests and field studies are reflected in the development of the Personas

characteristics. If you talk about the Personas in your design work you have an indirect

link between the usability work done and the ongoing design work. I will now show an

example of an usage scenario that is based on my Persona, John. It is made up to

explain how the Persona can afford a design discussion.

The designers have a requirement on their desk as follows: Support Alarm function in

the agenda application.

One designer at Symbian got this requirement and will make a design proposal for it.

The requirement say that you will be able to set an alarm on a specific entry in your

agenda. This should work as an vocal reminder when you have an important thing to

do and that you wont miss. In this case the designer use three different Personas when

reflecting over how it can be designed. One of them is John and will give an example

of how the discussion may change with the introduction of Personas.

The designer starts to look up in an database what kind of fieldwork that is done in

relation to the Persona John. The database (not yet realised at Symbian) is a data

structure that contain different Personas that is created. Each Persona also has links to

related field work and usability tests done with different real persons. He finds a report

reflecting a field study from a day at school that seems interesting for this task. He

decides that he will make a usage scenario based in this piece of real data.

John is sitting at the schoolyard on a bench and plan for his exams next week. He wants

to be reminded after his football practice tonight that he must read through at  least 30

pages of the material that he is going to be examined on. He take up his mobile phone

from the pocket and starts the agenda application. When he sees that the agenda is
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already filled with a lot to do during the time left to the exam he decides that the best

thing is to set an entry every day that remind him to read. He also see that he have an

entry in the agenda this evening about an important soccer match on TV. He wont miss

that match and he wishes that he were able to set an alarm that remind him before the

match. Usually soccer comes before everything in John’s life so he don’t need an alarm

to remind him but this time he maybe has to prioritise the exam higher. In that case , he

will have to plan his time more carefully than he normally does.

The designer also make a couple of other usage scenarios with other Personas in

different situations. After that he makes a first design proposal of how the alarm

function could be realised. He takes the design proposal with him to the next design

meeting. He feels that it’s time to discuss his solution and he explains to the

participants at the meeting the design task and the different scenarios he has used to

create the design. The participants talk about the design solution in relation to John

and they discuss how John want to use the alarm function. This is an example of how

the discussions might change –

Without Personas
 Designer 1: Do you think it’s necessary to be able to see in the ’week view’ which

entries are coupled to an alarm.

Designer 2: Yes, if a user want to edit his alarms I think it’s good to see which entries

you are able to edit.

Designer 1: Yes but I don’t know if I should edit my alarms so often. I think we can skip

it in this release.

With Personas
Designer 1: Should John be helped if he could be able to see which entries are coupled

to an alarm.

Designer 2: Yes John sometimes has entries that he afterwards want to apply an alarm

to and then it is good to know if an entry already has an alarm or not.

Designer 1: Yes but John is doing this so rarely that we do not need to include that in

this project.

The discussions ends up in the same decision but the way to it is quite different. The

designers can talk about John in a way that is partly based on ethnographic records

instead of their own experience. Hopefully this change leads to a more usable design

and a tighter relation to studies on real users.
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The link into the developers world
As you can see we can open up the ‘closed castle of knowledge’ in the meeting room

with our Personas. But I think Personas can be applied in the whole organisation. If

you introduce your Personas briefly to the whole company I believe they can be used

as representations and a catalyst for a lot of discussions concerning Symbian’s

development of software. It can also enhance the status of usability work at a

company. Traditionally, the developers are most important staff in a software

company. Usability and interface design is something you must apply to sell the

fantastic functions you have created in your software. A change to this clichéd way of

thinking is now coming and the status of usability work is growing. At Symbian is it

obvious that the ID-teams work is highly accepted as something really important if

the software is to succeed. Developers are often consulting a designer in the ID-team

to discuss how they will implement different design proposals. The dialog is creative

and fruitful but it can sometimes also be hard to convince an developer that a change

has to be done in an already existing implementation.

One minute, an programmer says, "The user needs powerful macros and shortcuts,"
while the next minute, a designer says, "The user needs wizards and big, easy-to-read
buttons." By using a Persona, we can say instead that, "John is performing this task

every day; this feature has to be easy to find, but a wizard will quickly become tedious."
[Mossberg, T. 2001]

By using Personas in the discussions with developers it can be easier to prove that a

change is necessary. My studies show that it’s more acceptable to use vocabularies

that involves a ‘user’ than expressing something from your own point of view. If you

as designer can prove that fieldwork studies or usability tests have shown different

persons that certain design decisions are necessary, it is than more than justifiable to

realize the change. If you in opposite just say that – “we in the ID-team have decided

that it should be better another way” it is much more difficult to get the developer on

your side.

Going one step further
Our Personas, then, are made up by fieldwork on real persons. This makes the

Personas in some way real users of the product developed at Symbian. But they are

just real users in terms of their mental nature. We know what they like and what goals

they have when they interact with technology. What our Personas don’t have is a

physical nature. One way of making the Personas almost real in the office
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environment could be to have physical representations of them. You can have like

shopping window dolls that stands in different areas within the company. You can

give them the same name as your different Personas and also equip them with

different wireless devices. I think this should be both fun and good to have them

around so you can relate to them as concrete tangible persons as well as their

behavioural nature and personality. This will also help the company to spread the

concept to all employees. In the long run is it maybe a matter of course that the

Personas also are invited to kick-offs and release parties!

Level 2: A multidisciplinary arena
I think that Personas are the most important link between field work and software

design in Symbian’s particular development of their methods. You will use these

Personas as your scenic features in your design space and they will help you develop

great applications. But there are more surfaces where fieldwork can support the

design work. I call one of them for the multidisciplinary arena. As I have argued for in

chapter two, ethnographic material cannot simply be transformed into design

proposals. It is rather the field worker’s knowledge and experience from the real

world that can help the designers in their work. I believe that this expertise is

especially valuable in circumstances where people with different experience and

background meet. The long term field work and usability tests done can shed more

light if the field workers participate in the design meetings. They can fill in with

background information about what different studies had shown.

If the design case is like that described above concerning the alarm function I think

for example that a field worker can come up with more situations and contexts from

ethnographic material or interviews. This situations can be applied to, in this case,

John and his interaction with the agenda. That will give an even more rich picture that

is coloured with ‘outside experience’ about use of the application in focus.

Another thing that the field worker can bring into the meetings is concrete material

that can be analysed with designers. It can be a short video session from a field study

that give the scenario discussed a even more real and specific design target.
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Level 3: Usability work
The third level where field- work can be applied at Symbian is in their usability tests

in the Lab. It’s important to  be mention here that the practical use of field work

differs in these three levels. I showed in the case study that the test scenarios today are

made up as ‘snapshot’ test scenarios. I also suggest that people should use artefacts

over time before you make a specific test on them. The link to the Personas concept

and to background research is obvious for me. At first you use the same persons that

you have observed in your field studies when you are going to do a test. Then you

know the test persons well and you have also as a field worker a lot of background

knowledge about the persons goals in terms of using these wireless artefacts. When

you perform a test in a lab with such a person you have a totally different starting

point for the test. You can base your test scenarios on input from the test persons real

life which gives much more meaning to the test.

In the case where the test person is indirectly linked to your made up Personas you

will also easy link the test results on a specific test to a Persona. This make it easier to

make practical use of findings from a test during, for example, a design meeting. You

can take findings from a test and discuss them in the light of, for example, John. If

you put it that way you will have a much more tight relation between tests done and

the actual design work in the ID-team.

Discussion
In my bachelor thesis I wrote that it will be very hard to apply field work in the design

process for wireless devices. I wasn’t totally satisfied with that short investigation

about it so I decided to use my master thesis to have a closer look. Now I would rather

suggest that it needs creativity and you also have to believe that it works. You have to

do more practical interventions then I have previously argued for and also do it in

different ways that works for the specific company. My advice in this thesis can be

seen as a possible agenda for Symbian and other software companies that want to

work with design methods that take real users into account. At the same time it is

important to remember that we can’t predict the future. We can just imagine about

how the software are going to be used in a real context. What we can do is to study

artefacts in real world context when Symbian have their own products on the market.

That will give important information about how the products can be even better. But
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anyway I believe that Personas and fieldwork in combination can be a very good tool

to make more realistic visions about future use of WID-s.

This is of course not the ‘total solution’ to success with design. You have to combine

this methods with other methods and strategies that the company have. It is a

commercial context and profit is always included in the whole picture. But as I can

see can the different interests work in symbiosis at least in Symbian. Innovative

organisations goes from market and specification driven prototypes to prototype

driven specification that win more market. Symbian is definitely on the right path and

I hope that they will continue to enhance their competence within human research. I

also hope that this thesis can give some help on their way. Good luck Symbian!
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